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The Hon. Justice Michael Kirby CMG*
President of the Court of Appeal of the

Supreme Court of New Sou~h Wales

A TIMELY REVI~W OF. APPELLATE, ARRANGEMENTS

Appellate courts in Australia

It is timely to revive the debate about the apoellate

arrangements ot the superior courts of Australia. As will

appear, the debate was lively, including in this Journal, a

quarter of a century ago. The product of that debate was the

establishment of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of

New South Wales.

That Court is not an entirely separate court. Nor is it a

Division of the Supreme Court of New South Wales as s 38 of the

Supreme Court, Ac~ 1970 demonstrates. It is part of the Supreme

Court and its judges must be jUdges of the Supreme Court but it

operates with a very high degree of autonomy. Ti,e Court of

Appeal was first established by legislation enacted in 1965. 1

The first President and JUdges of Appeal were appointed to take

office on and from I January 1966. Before its establishment,

the general appellate court of New South Wales was the Supreme

Court sitting in pane. A bench, typically comprising three

senior judges of the Supreme Court, sat to hear appeals and to

perform the other work of a Full Court.
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Separate and permanent appellate courts had long since

been set up at a national and sub national level in the United

Kingdom, Canada and the United States. Australia had for a long

time resisted the notion. Some of the resistance could be

traced to the small population and limited legal and other

reSO'lrces. Some derived from the anxiety about the disruption

which might be caused by that most un-Australian of activities:

disturbance of relativities, this time in jUdicial seniority.

However, other arguments against change were based on

principle, includinq the suoqested desirability of the

~nvolvement of all superior court jUdges in appellate work.

Whatever the reasons, the forces of resistance and in favour of

the status quo predominated.

Today, apart from the Higq ~ourt of Australia, there is

only one permanent appellate court of wide jurisdiction in

Australia, namely the New South Wales Court of Appeal. In the

other States and in the Federal Court of Australia, appellate

work remains the province of the trial judges sitting in

rotation. Several reasons combine to suggest that the debate

which arose in the 1950's and produced the Court of Appeal, may

again be on the boil. The purposes of this essay are threefold.

First, to call to notice a number of developments of suggested

relevancy to the revival of consideration of permanent

appellate courts in Austr~lial secondly to review the history

leading to the establishment of the New South Wales Court of

Appeal in case there may be derived from that history lessons

for other jurisdictions; and thirdly to indicate, by reference

to recently available statistics, some of the features of

appellate jurisdiction in Australia and of the work of the New
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South Wales court, which may influence the shape of future

developments in other jurisdictions of the country.

End of Priy¥. CouQc~l.appeal~

of the many reasons which make a revival of the debate

about permanent appellate courts in the superior courts of

Australia, four are specially important.

First, there is the changing role of the High Court of

Australia and of the other Australian superior courts,

following the gradual termination of PriVy Council appeals. So

\0"3"S ~'kr,~S FJl\OlAOO OJ"il.t~~i~"'t.a,rl (J;fid:nf're:~

Courts of the States could, inter se matters without

certificate apart, be reversed in London, Australian

jurisprudence was inescapably hitched to the star of the

English legal system. This was not, despite fashionable recent

assertions to the contrary, an entirely inappropriate umbilical

chord. As F.C. Sutley once pointed out, the connection at least

had the merit of linking the Australian legal system to one of

the great world legal orders. 2 Especially in earlier times, it

was probably appropriately tuned to our colonial economic

organisation. It may even sometimes have saved us from

provincial mediocrity. The tale of the Privy Council's

contribution to Australian law, and a dispassionate evaluation

of it, remains to be written. 3

Because of a lack of imagination in Whitehall which

deprived the Privy Council of a truly international character,

its suitability as an Australian court declined during this

century and an important opportunity was lost to establish a

world court of the common law. 4 By the early 1970's, if not

much earlier, it had become plain that the Privy Council
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sovereign country.

Federal courts which. for more than a decade, had been so

The era which followed the abclition of appeals from the
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now lie to thp High Court of Australia only by special leave of

because all appeals from State appellate courts (however named)

merit of ending the difficulty, presented to any legal system,

by the Board itself. S

English judges. It also terminated the last appeals as of right

In 1986 the passage of the AQst~al~a_Act terminated the

from the State Supreme courts to any court. The Act had the

the last line of appeal which linked Australia in a subordinate

Federal element, the change was significant. Its importance is

not yet fully appreciated. Not only does the 1986 Act terminate

last avenues of appeal from Australian courts to her Majesty in

Council.? This development was not of practical importance for

of the bifurcation of the mainspring of final legal authority.

This difficulty had been noted in Viro._y. ~P~LQu~!im.8 But

and obedient relationship to a court overwhelmingly manned by

released. But for State Supreme courts, in matters having no

compliant application of English authority and English ways of

High court, Federal courts and State courts in Federal matters

coincided with other developments of the law, in the High

Court, suitable for Australia. 6 Released from the necessity of

for Australia. Indeed, in due course, this much was recognised

thinking, the High Court of Australia in the past 15 years has

occasionally frustrated its efforts tc develop laws suitable

sometimes dampened the imagination of the High Court and

beet' o.'o\<:.fr:>"" 'ti_ t> "''''<1.. "Ill.<i~~M 5~. ~~ro~ C\.M!:
to look at the law afresh, as befits the final court of a
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Court of AooeaL as a 'Oercentaqe of ;Uc1o'[ll~n~Cl of t-h<lt- ('
n1

lrt.

that court 9 , the ~ustralia Act 1986 operated a legal

revolution. Henceforth, State appellate courts were not only

released from that dutiful subordination to English law which

necessarily derived from the typical composition of the Privy

Council. with the departure of the final appeals as of right,

the status of the State appeal courts themselves change.

contingently upon a grant of special leave to appeal from them

by the High Court of Australia they are final courts of appeal.

As Table 1 demonstrates, in the case of the New South Wales

the numbers proceeding to appeal in the High Court are

miniscule. Even if the residual appeals to the Privy council

are included, for most litigants it is plain that the Court of

Appeal is the end of the litigious road. lO As Table 2 further

demonstrates, the numbers of special leave app~ications to the

High Court of Australia, in which that Court granted special

leave to appeal in 1986 are comparatively few.

It is no lack of respect to the unchallenged paramountcy

in the Australian judicial heirarchy of the High Court of

Australia, to refer to this large extent of finality of orders

and judgments of the appeal courts of the superior courts of

Australia. It is simply a statistical fact which cannot be

ignored. It is a reality derived from the practical obligation

to impose manageable limits on the work load of the seven

Justices of the High Court. This necessity has occasioned the

system of special leave applications which recognise the

desirability of reserving to the High Court of Australia

matters of importance which are timely and nripe" for

consideration and ensuring that the Court can give the guidance
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to all other courts in the Australian heirarchy on matters of

principle,freed from the harrying necessity of a crippling work

load forced on it by irrelevant or chance considerations.

!:hanqe in :the role of. the Hign Cour:t pf [>.\lstrp!;ia

A second reason for timeliness of the reconsideration of

permanent appellate courts derives from the first. As a

consequence of the abolition of the last appeals as of right,

the institution of the High Court's special leave arrangements

and the declining number of appeals to that Court on matters of

general law from the State supreme courts, the view has been

expressed in the Australian legal profession that a new

"cx\,.~"o.\. "{lQC\l<ilo. "'·.l<t.;N>o,l\o\be. cJ,~\.slW:l l" ial:o- .~

place in the superintendence of general law developments once

filled by the High Court when appeal lay to it as of right. ll

The fear is expressed that, as the High Court becomes more

concerned with constitutional, federal and, possibly, bill of

rights jurisdiction, its beneficial role as a unifying court of

general law of Australia may be lost, or at least diminised.

This is not just a local concern. In Canada, since the ~apaQian

.Chartt.'!.r ot..:Right.s .§:InP. ,;FJ::.eed.RJllli. imposed so many novel and

difficult challenges for the decision of the appellate courts

of the Provinces (and the Supreme Court of Canada itself),

fears have been expressed that the ~hart~~ will distort the

functions of the appellate courts, diminishing the

opportunities for review and reconsideration of the major

commercial cases which one enjoyed prominence in such courts. 12

In the United States of America the crippling burden on

the Supreme Court of the United States has also led to an

extended debate about the creation of a new national appellate
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court.l3 The" establishment, in 1982, of the United States Court

of Appeals for the Federal Circuit by merging the United States

Court of customs and Patent Appeals and the Appellate Division

of the United States Court of Claims) created for the first

time, under the supreme Court of that country, a Federal court

with nationwide jurisdiction. 14 The apparent success of this

endeavour has provided fresh stimulus in that country to the

suggestion that there should be created a general or rotating

appeals courts for the United States, between the present

Federal courts and the supreme Courts.

Tl!~ J)\lP_I'~SEI)_A~Q.AUAN CO\)~.. ~i" APllEAL.

These developments in Australia, Canada and the United

States find reflection in the preliminary view of the

Australian Constitutional Commission's Committee on the

Australian Judicial System. IS The reforms proposed in that

Committee's discussion document provide a third reason for

reviving debate on the appellate arrangements of Australia. The

committee expressed opposition to the proposal of a further

Australian court of appeal immediately below the High Court,

with appeals lying to it as of right from the present appeal

courts of the States. The primary reasons given for the

Committee's conclusion are the increase in time and cost of

litigation which would follow the advantage thereby procured by

well funded litigants and the difficulty that could arise in

securing suitable appointments as appellate or trial jUdges

below the appeal court. Nevertheless the Committee did favour

the establishment of an Australian Court of Appeal to replace

the present State, Territory and Federal appellate courts. 16

The discussion document is circulating at this time. It is
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bound to at~r~ct professional and community interest. Those who

contemplate embarking on the creation of a permanent appellate

court: especially a national one, should reflect carefully on

the circumstances which led to the creation of the New South

Wales court of Appeal. They should also consider the experience

of that Court since its establishment. It,remains the only

available Australian experiment from which it may be possible

to derive instruction concerning the likely developments if

such a step were taken in a broader and national context.

Mpves. :t;pwa;rd.s. O~h~;r ,peX:JlIaT!~T1t ..appellate. CPlJJ;:tJSip..1\Ql:itt:a.lia

l1e:.wt develO{ll1len\s in A~ Cl:lurlS
suggestl that the notion of permanent appellate courts may be,

at last, attracting interest in other Australian jurisdictions.

In Queensland, a proposal for the establishment of a permanent

court of appeal, similar to the New South Wales Court of

Appeal, was made early in the 1980's. The proposal came to

nothing. It is understand that a similar proposal may be again

under consideration in Queensland.

In the Northern Territory of Australia, the SQP;rem!'!..Gpqrt

~ 1979 (NT), which replaced the Np;r::tt'uu::n _AftrritQfr. ,S~p1:el!l~

£::ouJ:t ..Act 1961 (Cth), provided, in Part III for a ·Court of

Appeal". By s 5(2) of the first mentioned Act, the Supreme

Court "when exercising its appellate jurisdiction ••• may be

knowr as the Court of Appeal of the Northern Territory of

Australia". This provision was not brought into effect until 12

March 1986. Before that date, appeals lay to the Full Court of

the Federal Court of Australia. This arrangement has now been

terminated. However, although the name chosen for the Northern

Territory appellate court is "Court of Appeal", ~nd although
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that Court may be cansti tuted to include viSlt_

judges who also hold commissions as Judges

of the Northern Territory, it is clear that

basically the same as that of other States, nt,

Court of the Territory ;i.n.,paTJ~. No separa.te ~1

with permanent appellate judges has been canst-"

In addition to the preliminary views Of:

the Constitutional Commission, suggestions hat;

time to time for a special Federal appeals Ca:

clNt"'tO"o~'ti'ol!!;\;acr<>KCllutt~ ~~. -"1'""
Canada and the United States, where there are

appeal courts, are often cited. Specific proW

made in this connection concerning the reform,

Court of Australia and its arrangements for

Act. Sir Harry Gibbs suggested in August 19851

family law cases could lie to a court comprist

Federal Court judges. originally, the Full COt

Court of Australia was constituted by judges ~

Court along lines analogous to those establisl!

Courts sitting in banI:< and in rotation. Howevt

Fpmily. HaW Act 1975 (Cth) was amended by the l

and the amendment of s 22 of the Act. By these,

Appeal Division of the Family Court of Austral

Particular Family Court judges have been assi~

Division. Six permanent Appeal Judges are provo

including the Chief Judge of the Family Court;

Division of the Family Court of Australia, c~

specialist appellate judges (albeit appointed:

and supplemented by many acting judges) repres'

, I 
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recognition of that difference, and of the need to enhance the

In summary, the debate about our appellate courts under

peri yiPs. l~,s.spns..t:;rPIl!_~b~ .. N.SW..f::OJ,l;J;:t _pf. ARP~~.l

assist those responsible for determining the future directions

England to which, ultimately, the later Australian judicial

make it especially appropriate to consider the experience of
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jurisdictions (most clearly in the Family Court of Australia)

the first time, provides data which, it is suggested, might

of Australia's appellate system.

that court. From its history and operations may be derived

lessons for other jurisdictions in Australia. The publication

in 1987 of the first Apnual .RF~ie~ of the Court of Appeal 18 for

Commission; and the tentative steps taken in a number of
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towards the r~co9nition of the different function that is 

involved in appellate judicial work. It was, ultimately, the 

recognition of that difference, and of the need to enhance the 

availability of appellate review that led to those reforms in 

England to which, ultimately, the later Australian judicial 

appellate changes can be traced. 

In summary, the debate about our appellate courts under 

the High Court of Australia should be revived. The 

considerations which make it appropriate now to do so include 
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Court of Australia; the consequent changing role and large area 

of practical finality of the appeal courts in Australia under 

the High Court; the pressure which has been building up in the 

legal profession for a further level of appeal, as of right; 

the suggested reforms put forward by the Constitutional 

Commission; and the tentative steps taken in a number of 

jurisdictions (most clearly in the Family Court of Australia) 

to designate permanent appellate judges. The coincidence of all 

of these moves, together with the completion of the first 20 

years of the operation of the New South Wales Court of Appeal 

make it especially appropriate to consider the experience of 

that court. From its history and operations may be derived 

lessons for other jurisdictions in Australia. The publication 

in 1987 of the first Apnual .RF~ie~ of the Court of Appeal 18 for 

the first time, provides data which, it is suggested, might 

assist those responsible for determining the future directions 

of Australia's appellate system. 
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;E~G;L.ISH_ A~P: C.OLQt-JIAL _AP£;ELLATE }\R~NGEMENTS 

The. e<!r ly lim! tad aYailaJ~;i.l.i.ty_ Pi. appeal .. in EpgJs.'I_nd 

The notion of separate courts to hear appeals from trial 

courts, was not generally accepted in England, at the time of 

the establishment of the Australian colonies. Accordingly it 

was not part of the inherited legal institutions of Australia. 

In Tudor times, in England, serious conflicts had arisen 

between a number of bodies, (including the Star Chamber and the 

Privy Council), and the cornmon law courts concerning the power 

Long Parliament took advantage of its victory to abolish or 

control those tribunals which had been regarded as the bulwarks 

of executive tyranny.19 Although primarily directed against the 

Star Chamber, the Act of 1641 also prohibited "His Majesty or 

his Privy Council" from adjudicating upon questions relating to 

"lands, tenements hereditaments, goods or chattels of any of 

the subjects of the Kingdom". After the Restoration, the Stuart 

Kings did not restore the unpopular jurisdiction of review in 

England. However, the jurisdiction of the Privy council, later 

exercised by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, had 

not been excluded in the case of British possessions beyond the 

seas. The Act of 1641 had never extended to the "foreign 

plantations", as such possessions were at first called. Appeals 

from such overseas jurisd~ctions lay to the Privy Council at 

the time the Australian colonies were established. 20 But in 

England, with anomalous and special exceptions, a general 

process of appeal was at that time limited to the writ of 

error. 2l This writ was really an original proceeding before 

another court (viz King's Bench fo~ the Court of Common Pleas; 
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~he. Exchequer Chamber for the Exchequer and King's Bench; 

Parliament as a High Court of final resort). The review 

available was very restricted, essentially being limited to 

errors apparent on the face of the formal record of proceedings. 

IP;i,_t_ial. ~Cllpnia).o app~lla:t~o aupnq~m~Dt~ .jon }\J.lst..t:alia, 

The first civil court established in the colony of New 

South Wales was created by Letters Patent issued on 2 April 

1787 coinciding with the departure of the First Fleet. 

Provision was made in the Letters Patent for an appeal from the 

court to the Governor of the Colony. A further right of appeal 

=""'&'.:>CCU cu ... u ... r ..... u~ J.IJ ........ 'u, ....... J., DUr. OllJ.:r J.L thULO 
... 1:l1aIl .HJV 

pounds was involved~ It was nearly forty years later that the 

Supreme Court of New South Wales, which is continued by the 

SJ.lPF~~~o CQ~r~o Act 1970 22 , was created and Sir Francis Forbes 

took office as Chief Justice on 17 May 1824. He was joined 

later by Justices StephelJ and Dowling. Within the Australian 

colonies, the unsatisfactory features of appellate review were 

to become, as the 19th Century developed, one of the factors in 

the Federal movement. A "Local Court of Appeals" comprising the 

Governor in Council was scarcely satisfactory. Such a Local 

Court of Appeal for New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land 

existed until 1828. Appeal to the privy Council in London 

involved such cost and delay as to be a serious inhibition upon 

the practical availability of appeal or review. The Supreme 

Court in Sydney had, from at least 1833, followed a procedure 

in criminal and court trials by which single judges could refer 

points of law to the full Court. The first recorded case of an 

application to a Full Court for a new trial occurs in 1845. The 

passage of the AQ~iniat~atipPo Qf Justic~ Act 1840 provided the 
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first recognition of the Full Court's entitlement to move 

beyond the then English procedures. Section 5 of that Act 

provided for review of the decisions of the resident judge at 

Port Phillip by way of "appeal or otherwise" by the Supreme 

Court in Sydney sitting "in Banco". A general Australian court 

of appeal was proposed, as Quick and Garran point out, as early 

as 1849. The idea recurred frequently during the 19th Century. 

It ultimately carne to fulfilment in s 73 of the AJ,l.:l::tX:ia.lii'l_p 

CQn~titution. The idea was constantly stimulated, particularly 

j~ the. secard r.o.1f of tl'Ul..m~·C~ -hrdClJtJ~ uJi\''''' ...-.. 

then occurring in the United Kingdom itself. 

Coinciding with the establishment of the Supreme Courts 

in Tasmania, New South Wales, Ceylon and other British colonies 

and as part of the moves to reform and rationalise the 

administration of justice in England, steps were taken by the 

Imperial Government to enhance and centralise certain 

procedures for appeal. In 1833, a special committee of trained 

lawyers and ecclesiastics for ecclesiastical causes was set up 

for the administration of justice falling within the continuing 

jurisdiction of the Privy Council. This Committee was called 

the Judicial Committee. 23 Its composition underwent 

modification by subsequent statutes and practice in the century 

and a half which followed. Its composition became, in effect, 

the same as that of the JUdicial Committee of the House of 

Lords, together with additional colonial and later Dominion 

Judges and Judges of superior courts who were members of the 

Privy Council although not members of the House of Lords. 

19J:h ~~ntu:ry appellate .. ;C.efot'!IlS ..i.D __ EnglAoa 

It had been established that, in Chancery, where there 
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was no formal record, a review on the merits existed in the 

form of a rehearing by the Lord Chancellor. In 1675 it was also 

established that an appeal lay to Parliament. That appeal came 

to be exercised exclusively by the House of Lords. These 

arrangements were radically changed in 1851. In that year, a 

devolopment took place which was to affect the subsequent 

development of appellate institutions throughout the Empire and 

later the Commonwealth of Nations. It was said at the time to 

be the greatest change in English law since John de Waltham 

invented the writ of subpoena in the reign of King Richard II. 

f\ ~ 0:1""", af ~eaJ. UXl~ ~~bed a.s 01\. illtctMd,DA. 
court of appeal between the Chancery Court and the House of 

Lords. 24 It was constituted by two "Lords Justices" and the 

Chancellor, sitting as judges of appeal, together with the 

Vice-Chancellor or the Master of the Rolls, if the Chancellor 

asked them. A regular appellate court was thus provided to 

permit, as a normal attribute of the administration of justice, 

an appellate review in Chancery cases. Although the Chancery 

Court of Appeal did not enjoy a long life its achievement was 

significant. The first Lords Justices "carried the standard 

into the modern Court of Appeal".25 

The Court of Appeal in Chancery, along with the Court of 

Chancez:y itself, was abolished in England by the JMd.;i. . .ca:t:;!u:e. 

~, 1873. The original plan, devised by Lord Chancellor 

Selborne, was that the Court of Appeal of England would be 

supreme in function, as in name •. The judicial work of the House 

of Lords and the Privy Council would be terminated and assumed 

by a "Court of Appeal". However, this proposal attracted 

criticism, especially from Scottish, Irish and colonial 
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(1) Appellate work typically involves functions and

skills different in kind from those performed by

trial jUdges.

(2) A permanent court of appeal is likely to result in

an improved quality of judicial performance, by

attracting and permitting the appointment of

appellate jUdges of the highest ability to perform

the special duties of an appellate court;

(3) The creation of a permanent appellate court also

recognises the fact that such a body will, in (

(lRld~~Q. bI2.+he.flml re=:\'fo.r'che.Qwrll.l~~
bulk of the cases coming to it.

(4) Just as in the highest tier, a permanent appellate

court is necessary, so in that tier which disposes

of the overwhelming majority of appeals it is

desirable that a permanent court of appellate

judges should be established. Only in this way can

the primacy of the appellate court be assured.

Evershed suggested that there was "no obvious

primacy" in a court comprised of a rotating

membership of judges, all of equal status;

(5) The necessary attention to the principled

development of the law in an appeal court could

better be secured by a comparatively small court

of judges operating in repeated interaction with

each other;

(6) Evershed also pointed to the need to avoid the

appearance (or still worse the actuality) of

appellate judges tempering th~ir decision~
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concerning the judgments of their colleagues by

the prospect that, some time later, their

colleagues might be sitting in review of their

judicial performance. Whilst indicating that this

consideration need not be given "~!'eat weight", it

was nonetheless mentioned by·Evershed. It is a

reason of principle frequently advanced for the

establishment of a permanent appeal court. Only by

its separation frOm trial courts could the reality

and appearance of complete independence on the

FO~ OW~~ilLS~.~ l~ "'.
trial judges review each other's work, the risk

exists that the public and the legal profession

will believe that, occasionally, appellate review

may have been influenced, even unconsciously, by

the pressures of comity and collegiality with

brethren. This is a risk which the creation of a

separate appeal can diminish or avoid.

TO the above reasons, a number of additional reasons were

offered in the New South Wales Parliamentary Debates of 1965

which preceded the establishment of the New South Wales Court

of Appeal. They included -

(7) The mechanical and practical problems which arise,

from having a rotation of judges especially in a

court with a heavy workload. JUdges Who depart

from the appellate tribunal and return to trial

work, including sometimes trials at centres

distant from the court of appeal, may find the

task of writing judgments, often without the
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availability of adequate research resources, a

burdensome interruption to their duty of presiding

at trials. Opportunities for consultation and

discussion with appellate colleagues are

necessarily reduced by dispersal of the bench when

it is constituted by rotation to hear appeals. The

cohzrent development of legal principle and the

avoidance of unnecessary differences may be

secured by the opportunity, to sit together daily,

to discuss issues involved in reserved judgments.

"The.. O{lllll.c.o.tJ14 ~ l'~ IltllSSul1l. to cns(J~i~

prompt delivery of judgments, is enhanced in a

permanent appeal court and reduced by rotational

arrangements;

(8) Connected with the foregoing is the greater

likelihood that a permanent appellate court will

be in a superior position to develop consistent

legal principles to secure consistency between

appellate decisions even when delivered by the

court differently constituted. Where it is

appropriate, an appellate court is also typically

better able to develop the common law in a

principled manner than will be a court of

constantly varying composition 28 ,

(9) Finally, there is the example of numerous

permanent intermediate courts of appeal in other

jurisdictions of the common law, including in

England, the Canadian Provinces and New zealand,29

where the basic system of law is the same and the
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By the 1960s, many proposals were beinq~~

Wales for a permanent appellate court. In 196(

I\fu<i'oe.(~ (fll.r. R. \l... 'D:l<»01~ I ML.C.) I'SI~
permanent appellate court in the State with ~t

Bar Council. According to his observations int_=
debate of the 1965 Bill, the Bar Council reco_,':

constitution of an appellate ~ourt "of the t~~

proposed".30 He explained the Bar Council I s r~__ ';

"The reason actuating those who conside~

that time was their objection to a syst{i

judges to sit in the Full Court. The pre;,

developed over the years, not of having(;.~

judges sitting in the full court, but ofi

time to time each jUdge in turn as a m~

certain disadvantages which the constitu,,: 'i

of appeal would overcome."31

However, in office, Mr. Downing did not

recommendation of the Bar. He decided that it

preferable to amend the legislation governin9\

to give the Chief Justice complete administratl.:

consti tute the Full Bench "not on a roster sysi
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As appears from the Parliamentary Debates, Mr. Downing revealed 

th~t he had visited New Zealand and discusseu the then new 

appellate arrangements of that country before coming to his 

conclusion that a separate appeal court was not warranted. 

However, he recorded that "it was fair to sayn that the only 

criticism directed by New Zealand practitioners against the New 

Zealand Court of Appeal was "the fact that it had been given 

jurisdiction in c_-iminal appeals" .34 He therefore welcomed the 

provisions in the 1965 Bill, excluding criminal appeal from the 

Drovn~Qn new Court of ~nnP~l. 

Coinciding with the professional and political discussion 

in New South Wales of a permanent appellate court was academic 

and professional pressure in the same direction. In October 

1964, an editorial statement in the AlJstraliao. Law J:QJl.t:nal, 

reviewed State appellate courts, in the context of the 

"pressing need for the establishment of further Federal 

courtsn. In late October 1964 Mr. Downing had announced that 

the establishment of a permanent appellate court had been under 

investigation for some time and that it was hoped "to introduce 

a bill on the subject early next year" [1965].35 The editor of 

the Law ~purnal urged that it would be appropriate to consider 

a new system for appeals from State courts to deal with "all 

appeals in non-Federal cases" to coincide with the finalisation 

of a "new system of Feder~l courts". Reference was again made 

to the speech of Sir Raymond Evershed in 1951 and to the 

establishment of the New Zealand Court of Appeal, a development 

which, it was claimed, had not 'been regretted in that country. 

The comment concluded: 
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"The establishment of an appellate division has indeed

been under consideration in New South Wales for some

years. There are, of course, problems associated with

setting up the Court, but these must be faced sooner or

later and we take leave to suggest that the present would

be an appropriate time to deal with·them."36

It was in this con~ext that there occurred the political

event which overtook the more modest proposal of Mr. Downing.

The election of the Askin government in 1965 led to the

introduction of legislation with three initiatives designed to

lCll{l(9J~ tlle. ~\~\Slro.taf.\ OfJOS\:lCe.l11 i~ Stoh.-:the f1.n;i'
such initiative was the creation of a Law Reform Commission for

the State. The second was the creation, by legislation of a

permanent Court of Appeal. The third reform was the abolition

of the use of juries in road accident cases. Only the third

attracted widespread controversy, debate and opposition within

the legal profession. Noting that the "three major alterations"

in the institutional machinery of justice in New South Wales

which had followed the change of Government in New South Wales,

the ~ust~ali~n.Law.JQU[Dalcommented, in relation to the

permanent appeal court:

"This is a step which has been widely recommended ••• and

should contribute not only to the expeditious giving of

jUdgments and the efficient handling of the appellate

work generally, but also to a development of a coherent

judicial approach and a high level of quality in the

elaboration of grounds of judgments."3?

The provisions of the SUErem~...~s:,mrt .and...£ip:::a,-it GPl.l::'t~
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urgency in the speedy determination of criminal appeals was

more essential than in civil appeals 40 and that matters

was not involved in ordinary criminal appeals.

The matter of contention expressed by the Shadow

already long been established by legislation, that particular

injury. A further consideration was the fact that, at that

time, (although not after 1966) the Court of Appeal in England

mounted, such as review of the adequacy of damages for personal

of case from others in which a similar argument could have been
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should be left to the supreme Court sitting in .pane, determined

by members familiar with the day to day administration of the

criminal law. 4l No attempt was made to distinguish that class

concerning the liberty of the subject and the level of sentence

of Appeal as it was to develop. It remains a source of concern.

Appeal, the New Zealand Court of Appeal and the English Court

The justification given for retaining a separate Court of

Criminal Appeal for criminal appeals was that such a court had

parties. One other matter, which concerned the opposition, was

conceded by the Government's proposal that criminal appeals

should remain the province of the Court of Criminal Appeal,

matter of substance emerged in contention between the political

constituted by the Chief Justice as provided by the C~imipAl

~PP~i'iJ. Apt 1912. 39 This concession distinguished the New South

u-b1es (S"url ~~\~"d\IA.\:\l.(l~. ~1I1t~<M.. CltQ~ 9f

J?a.rUi:irnent.a;r;y Depa:!:~s .QD.:th~, Bill

In the Parliamentary Debates on the 1965 Bill, only one

also reviewed in the Journal. Its jurisdiction and the

appointment of the first members of the Court were duly noted. 38
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Attorney-General (Mr. Downing) was one which was soon to emerge 
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in the Supreme Court. It related to the status and precedence 

to be accorded to the new Judges of Appeal. As Mr. Downing 

pcintad out, seniority, rank and precedence were sensitive 

questions. Assigning a higher seniority to a new appellate 

judge over, say, a judge performing the important tasks in the 

Commercial List might result in a disturbance of established 

seniority which might not be warranted. 42 The particular 

inconsistency of assigning a higher rank to the Judges of the 

Court of Appeal than to judges who might make up the Court of 

Criminal Appeal, but not be permanent appellate judges, was 

cepatted 1J) ~ .mr~I))~. An arn~ = ~~ vi' 
the opposition, although not ultimately pressed, to delete the 

provisions of the Bill according higher seniority, rank and 

precedence to the Judges of Appeal. It was the only substantial 

amendment suggested to the Bill. Otherwise, opposition members 

generally welcomed the Bill, agreeing with the Government that 

it was desirable that it should be afforded the opportunity to 

work. The Government refused the foreshadowed amendment to 

delete the assignment of higher status to the Judges of Appeal. 

It was explain .... d t •• at such a provision ,was necessary for a 

court which would be regularly sitting in judgment upon the 

judgments of other Supreme Court judges. 44 

In the event, the anxiety of Mr. Downing on this issue 

proved perceptive. The introduction of the new Court of Appeal, 

and the assignment to it of some only of the senior judges of 

the Supreme Court (together with the appointment to it of two 

Judges, appointed virtually directly from the Bar (Asprey, JA 

and Holmes, JA) caused rifts in personal and professional 

associations. This had been foreseen by Chief Justice Herron in 
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his report to the Government following an overseas study tour

which resulted nonetheless in his recommendation that a

permanent cour~ of appeal should be established -

"In a court the size of the Supreme Court of New South

Wales, such a reform [the establishment of the permanent

Court of Appeal] seems unanswerable, although in its

initial stages it may cause some internal difficulties.

These were successfully negotiated in New Zealand where

the reform now works well. n45

In the nature of such controversies, although widely

1;~"""" 11\ 'fut. \ea9L ~~.x,." :J: u.lllUil!e.- kl'lXlr:\ in ~
community generally. A hint of the deep feelings which were

caused by this disturbance of seniority in the then Supreme

Court can be seen in the obituary written by Else-Mitchell, J

following the death of the Hon •. Bruce Macfarlan who, like

Else-Mitchell, J had been a senior judge of the Supreme Court

not appointed to the Court of Appeal. 46

The. JQdsE!:i . .Qt. App~al

Amongst thE! persons appointed as JUdges of ApPE!al, one

was to becomE! thE! present Chief Justice of Australia (Mason,

JA). Two were latE!r to serVE! as Justices of the High Court of

Australia (Jacobs, P and Walsh, JA). AnothE!r JUdge of Appeal,

was later appointed Chief Judge of the Federal Court of

Australia, an office he still holds (Bowen, JA). Since the

establishment of the Court of Appeal, there have been five

Presidents, twenty JUdges of Appeal and twelve additional

Judges of Appeal appointed. The Presidents have been Sir Gordon

wallace (1966-70), Sir Bernard Sugerman (1970-72), Sir Kenneth

Jacobs (1972-74), and A.R. Moffitt (1974-84). In addition, 15
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permanent Judges of Appeal have held office. There have been 17

additional Judges of Appeal appointed under s 36 of the S~p~eme_

~putt. ~ct 1970. By an amendment to that Act in 1973, the Chief

Judges of the supreme Court are deemed to be additional Judges

of Appeal. However, it is rare for the Court of Appeal to call

upon the services of additional judges. It has done so in

particular cases, as when Rogers J, who is in charge of the

Commercial List of the supreme Court, sat as an Additional

Judge of Appeal in an early test case on the availability of

the Mareva injunction in New South Wales. 47 Generally, the

coun 0' Aopeo. is I(.OIlS·l:tt'*~ el,(clrJ"lII.~ b.j1\:\<?~
Judges of Appeal. Occasionally the Court sits in a bench of

five judges, that constitution is reserved for cases of clear

importance, where an application is foreshadowed to reargue

previouS authority of long standing 48 or where a difference has

arisen in Divisions of the Court of Appeal differently

constituted. Normally, tlle Court of Appeal sits in a Division

of three judges. It is usual for there to be two Divisions of

the Court sitting for at least three and often four days each

week.

~9;r:::~.lpap. .Qf._the. CQ~r.t of.P"PB~p.).

The first l\l1n:qj\':LBeyj.e:~ of the New South Wales Court of

Appeal annexes a large number of schedules and charts

concerning its work. This material sets out a great deal of

infol""lfll!.tiOll concerning the work of the Court and of the Judges

of Appeal who constitute it. No other Australian court has

previously made such information publicly available. The High

Court of Australia 49 and the Australian conciliation &

Arbitration Commission 50 are required by statute to deliver an

5 
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annual report to Federal Parliament. The JUdges of the Supreme

Court of Victoria are also required to produce an Annual

Report. 51 In the United States Federa1 52 and State53 superior

courts are typically required by statute to produce annual

reports. These reports are a source of a great deal of

information upon the performance of the courts which made them.

The obligatio! to produce such reports directs the attention of

the jUdges to the necessities of efficient management of court

business and to the obligation of regular accounting for their

stewardship of an essential organ of government. There is at

p-~ Cl3 s!<>N!oC>J <\.\ll~\<lf.l ~n:\illl.~ Cb.uti of
Australia, the Supreme Court of New South Wales or most other

State and Territory Supreme Courts to produce an annual, pUblic

report. In the past, the Supreme Court of New South Wales has

not done so. Doubtless in every case, as in the New South Wales

Court of Appeal, there have been internal, confidential

statistical collections.

The Judges of Appeal gave as the reasons for now making

pUblic an annual report, the following:

(1) The legitimate interest of the public, the judiciary and

the legal profession, to have knowledge about the work of

the Court of Appeal;

(2) The desirability of providing an accessible means of

monitoring the appeal process in New South Wales and a

vehicle for providing information, of legitimate public

and professional interest, concerning that process;

(3) The desirability of providing comparative statistical

information concerning the work of the Court of Appeal,

together with commentary on trends derived from such

statistics;
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(4) The advantage of providing the Court itself with

comparative statistical information, by which to measure

and assess its own performance; and

(5) The opportunity provided to report upon matters of

concern arising out of the business of the Court of

Appeal.

Contained within the Ann)J~1. .Jl!,!v.i~!i: of the Court of Appeal

is a schedule collecting the suggestions for law reform made by

the Judges of Appeal during the year. This is also the first

time such a collection has been attempted by a court in

~~\-.,$ "l2~ fll~5'V"""'-Qlud: k; l'lSa IYto
appears to contemplate such a procedure in that State. In civil

law countries, it is quite normal for appeal courts, in

reporting annually to the legislature, to list for attention

those matters which have been considered during the year by the

court to merit legislative attention. In the past, in

Australia, such suggestions have tended to disappear into the

law reports. Law Reform bodies now collect, and note in their

annual reports, many such suggestions. 54 The schedule attached

to the Annual Review provides a useful source of legislative

ideas and a permanent reminder in the case of legislative

inaction.

However, the most important statistics annexed to the

Review are those which demonstrate the gradual growth of the

work load of the New South Wales Court of Appeal, the changing

nature of its work and the consequent increase in the burden

upon the Judges of Appeal. 55 See Table 3. This burden is

aggravated because of the decline in straight forward and

simple appeals (eg damages assessments) and proportional
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classify the Court as a one of civil law only.

i I
: i

,

P,~r ,dlQdole. Sllows

One other feature of a permanent appellate court should

affect numerous other statistical presentations, including the

necessary length of hearing times for oral argur"ent, the

jUdgments and the reduced number of appeals suitable for ex

tempore judgment. All of these statistics· are provided. Two

consequent delay in listing for argument, delays in delivery of

charts, attached to the Annual Review show the overall growth

of business of the Court of Appeal, since it was established. A

heard, demonstrates also the declining numbers of appeals

be noted. It is the facility which stable membership of a

more detailed analysis since 1978 of the appeals listed and

increase in appeals in complex litigation. 56 These changes

Court of Criminal Appeal. Nevertheless a significant and

itself now includes criminal law questions, notably arising out

of applications for prerogative relief. That aspect of the

the absolute fall away in the assignment of the Judges of

Appeal to sit in the Court of Criminal Appeal. 58 Although there

was substantial participation by the Judges of Appeal in the

Court of Criminal Appeal between 1980 to 1984, more recently,

save for the case of H v_Mprph y59 which was concurrently in the

Court of Appeal, and the Court of Criminal Appeal and in which

the Court of Appeal was constituted by five JUdges of Appeal,

the Chief Justice has changed his policy. He no longer assigns

the JUdges of Appeal, other than the President, to sit in the

Court of Appealls work is increasing. It would be incorrect to

collegiate body permits to ensure experimentation and

increasing part of the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal

ch~Qf 0Ij~ ~.eJ~'
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i . , 
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innovation in efficiency procedures. These are much less

readily available in courts of large or changing composition.

The New South Wales Court of Appeal1s Anp.ual_.Re~i!=!W shows the

large number of measures which have been introduced by the

Judges of Appeal to tackle the problems of delay in the Court.

As the~ demonstrates, business meetings of the JUdges of

Appeal take place every fortnight at which the operation of the

Court, the state of its list, the outstanding judgments and

other house keeping problems are reviewed around the table.59

Constant attention can be qiven to the introduction of new

practices, new modes for the presentation of jUdgments, the

introduction of new technology and consultation with the

profession with a view to improvement of the performance of the

Court. It is much more difficult to achieve innovation in a

large body of constantly changing composition. It may not be

doubted that the New South Wales Court of Appeal has been able

to cope with its changing and rapidly increasing work load only

because of management procedures possible in a small group of

judges of fairly constant composition.

Whether the problems the New South Wales Court of Appeal

faces are identical to those of other jurisdictions in

Australia is a subject for further analysis. The statistics and

other information contained in the first Annual B~visH of the

Court at least provide a basis for grounding that discussion in

facts. The reminder of the arguments advanced in this Journ~l

by Sir Raymond Evershed more than 30 years ago, should elevate

the consideration of the arguments for permanent appellate

courts to a higher plain. What is at stake is not, ultimately,

professional dignity and the status of a few jUdges. It is not

l',
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~, ,i· 
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even thp. attraction of the most talented lawyers to judicial 

office or the provision of another 18vel of effective review of 

contentious cases. What is really at stake is the most 

efficient means of providing appellate review and at the same 

time developing consistent and well thought out legal 

principles in an age of rapid social and technological change 

where, inevitably, only a very small proportion of cases can 

reach the ultimate court of the nation. 

If the conclusion is inescapable, as I believe it is, 

that all of these objectives are better attained for the good 

~~()r..)t"~. b.f per:rtQJ1Rl1L~U.(,QfJ~, tk 
debate sparked by Lord Evershed 30 years ago, which produced 

the New South Wales Court of Appeal, could, with advantage be 

revived in Australia at this time. 
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.~;I~.L('::I::' OF !-'tF'f:'l::i~L:::, TU ;:', FI'i:Ol"f THE FEL1!£f"r~L ~ STATE I~Pr-:'EAL COURTS IN l Q S6

AF'f:'ELLI1TE JURI5DICT IOr~ NO. OF
r~r-'F'EAL'5

NO.OF
MOTIONS

CIVIL Sf'ECIAL LEAVE.
APPLI CAn ONS TO
HIGH COURT OF
(~USTRAL I I~ GRANTED

t't:.lJt:.t\';L l.uUK I U>. HU:;'lt""I'-~I" , 1; _,<; 1
'"~'

I r,f'fIL / IliUf.:T in- ,',lv,n.'!"l (r', (';') 1,',~: 16 ,',

NSW' COUf·:T OF AF"FE?",L :bO 4"'0 11",

'II C FULL COURT Bel 50 0

OLD FULL COURT 1..,.8 NA ,
SA FULL cour,T 148 NA 6

WA FULL COURT 91 NA

TAS FULL COURT " NA "
NT COURT OF APPEAL 26 NA (,

1. r,;,PFELLATE JUr,ISDICTION - FEDEHAL COURT OF AUS,'RALIA inclLldes
C1V1I and c:rimln",l appeals for 1980.

__ APPELLATE JURISDICTION - FAMILY COURT OF AUSTRALIA inc:ludes
C:l~ll and crlminal appeals for 1986_ The MOTIONS fi~ur~

represents the number of callovers in the FamilY Court for 1980.

_'. The NO. OF AF"PEAL5 represents the number of civil appeal:
actually heard and dlsposed of within the deSl<;lnatc-d
Jurisdic:tion,- e}:cept in the Federal COLlrt of Appeal, where therE
lS nQ differentiatIon between CiVIL and c:riminal appeals.

AF·f:·ELLf'.iTE JURI5DICT IOr~ NO. OF 
f~r-"F"EAL"5 

NO.OF CIVIL Sf'ECIAL LEAVE. 

t· t:.I.H: .. t~';L l.L.H..JK I u." ..,u:;, I t\t"II_~ ,; 

11,1'111. / , IjUf.:T In- ,·,lJ!"··II."/',1 If', 

NSW' COUf·:T OF AF'F"E?",L 

'IIC FULL COURT 

OLD FULL COURT 

SA FULL cour·iT 

WA FULL COURT 

TAS FULL COURT 

NT COURT OF APPEAL 

,1; 

(';"') 

MOTI ONS APF'LI CAT! CoNS TO 

_.,; 1 

1 ,',~. 

:bO 

Be) 

1...,.8 

148 

91 

" 
26 

("~, 

16 

4""0 ", 

50 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

H lGH COURT OF 
(;USTRAL I I~ GRANTED 

1. r';'PFELLATE JUr,ISI)ICTION - FEDEHAL COURT OF AUST'RALIA inclLldes 
C1V11 and c:rim1n",1 appeals for 1980. 

_. AF'F"ELLATE JURl:·DICTION"" FAMILY COURT OF AUSTRALIA inc:ludes 
C:1.,."11 and cr1min<:11 appeals for 1986. The MOTIONS fl'3UrE" 
.... epresents the number of callovers 1n the Family Court for 1986. 

_'. The NO. Of AF"PEAL5 represents the number of civil appeal: 
actLlally heard and d1sposed of within the deS1'3natE'd 
.HU-lSdic:tlon .• e}:cept 1n the Federal COLlrt of Appeal, where ther& 
1S nQ differentiatIon betWeen civlI and c:riminal appeals. 
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